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Docket Nos.: 50-461/462

Mr. L. J. Koch, Vice President
Illinois Power Company
500 South 27th Street
Cecatur, Illinois 62325

Dear Mr. Koch:

SUBJECT: ACCEPTANCE REVIEW FOR THE CLINTON POWER STATION, UNITS 1 AND 2

On December 1,1979, you tendered an application for operating licenses for the
Clinton Power Station, Units 1 and 2. Your application included a Final Safety
Analysis Report (FSAR), Environmental Report - Operating License Stage (ER), a
Physical Security Plan and General Infomation.

We have completed our review of your tendered application and have concluded
that it is sufficiently complete to pemit us to initiate our safety review.
Accordingly, your filing of the application should include three (3) originals
signed under oath or affimation by a duly authorized officer of your organiza-
tien. In addition, your filing should include fifteen (15) copies of that par-
tion of the application containing the general information, forty (40) copies of
the Final Safety Analysis Report and forty-one (41) copies of the Environmental
Deport. As required by Section 50.30 of 10 CFR Part 50 and Section 51.40(b) of
10 CFR Part 51, you should retain an additional ten (10) copies of the general
infomation, thirty (30) copies of the Final Safety Analysis Report and one
hundred nine (109) copies of the Environmental Report for direct distribution in
accordance with Enclosure I to this letter and further instructions which might

be provided later. Within 10 days after filing, you must provide an affidavit
that distribution has been made in accordance with this enclosure. All subse-
quent amendments to the Final Safety Analysis Report will require sixty (60)
copies for distribution.

Our conclusion that the FSAR and ER are sufficiently complete is based on our
,

evaluaticn af all infomation filed taken as a wnole, with the realization that
substantive deficiencies may exist that need to be corrected during the review.

Enclosed for your infomation and use is a copy of N'JREG-0694 entitled "TMI
Related Requirements for New Operating Licenses". This report lists the current
Dil related requirements which have been approved by the Corr.ission and apply
to plants seeking a new operating license. The Clinton FSAR should be amended
to satisfy the requirements of NUREG-0694. In addi:. ion, you should reference
all NRC regulations in 10 CFR Parts 20; 50; 51; and 100 and cite the sections
in the FSAR where they are addressed and where compliance is demonstrated,
and reference any previous NRC reviews on systems or analyses which are ccamon
to the Clinton plant.

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS;

PQOR QUAL.lTY PAGES
'

8009190754 -
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Mr. L. J. Koch -2- AUG 2 9 030

You will be advised of key milestenes of the review as soon as a schedule is
developed. Curing the course of our preliminary review of ycur License Applica-
tion, FSAR and ER, the enclosed " Request for Additional Infomation" (Enclosure
2) was generated. These requests are of the type which require an early re-
sponse to facilitate the ensuing detailed technical review. You should provide
a schedule for responding to our " Request for Additional Infomation". We will
then prepare our schedule for the review of Clinton.

If during the course of our review, you believe there is a need to appeal a
staff position because of disagreement, this need should be brought to the
staff's attention as early as possible so that the appropriate meeting can be
arranged en a timely basis. A written request is not necessary and all such
requests should be initiated through cur staff project manager assigned to the
review of your application, Bart Buckley. This procedure is an infornal one,
designed to allow opportunity for applicants to discuss with management, areas
of disagreement in the case review.

incerely,

Y. .

Divisiono[fLicensing
Darrel' G. Eisenhut, Director

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
As stated

cc w/o enclosures:
See next page
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ENCLOSURE 1

i

DISTRIBUTION LIST

| .GENERALLINFORMATION, SAFETY' ANALYSIS REPORT AND AMENDMENTS
,

,

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY'

' LOCAL OFFICIAL 7 REGIONAL OFFICE

Chairman of DeWitt County Board' U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
c/o County Clerk's Office . ATTN: EIS Coordinator
DeWitt County Courthouse Region V Office
Clinton, -Illinois 61727 230 South Dearborn Street-

Chicago, Illinois 60604

|

STATE OFFICIAL
,

Department of Public Health
ATTN: LChief, Division of Nuclear Safety;

535 West Jefferson
Springfield, Illinois 62761
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DISTRIBUTION LIST

ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT AND SUPPLEMENTS

COMMERCE TRANSPORTATION

Dr. Sidney Galler (6) Mr. Joseph Canny (1)
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Office of Environmental Affairs

Environmental Affairs Department of Transportation
U.S. Department of Commerce - Rm. 3425 400 7th Street, SW - Rm. 9422
14th and Constitution, NW Washington, D.C. 20590
Washington, D.C. 20230 cc: Capt. Wm R. Riedel (1)

Water Resources CoordinatorMr. Rogert Ochinero, Director (1)
National Oceanographic Data Center W/S 73 U.S.C.G. - Rm. @ tionEnvironmental Data Service - D7 - Rm 428 Department of Transporta
2001 Wisconsin Avenue, NW, Page Bldg. #1 2100 Second Street, SW
Washington, D.C. 20235 Washington, D.C. 20593

INTERIOR Mr. Lee Santman, Director (1)
ATTN: Joe Nalevanko

Mr. Bruce Blanchard, Director (18) Materials Transportation Bureau
Office of Environment &l Projects 2100 Second Street, SW

Review Washington, D.C. 20590
Department of Interior - Rm. 4256
18th & C Streets, NW ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Washington, D.C. 20240 Mr. Robert Garvey, Executive Director (1)
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

1522 K Street, NW, Suite 430
Deputy Assistant Secretary for (2) Washington, D.C. 20005

Management Analysis & Systems
Department of Health and Human Services cc w/o encl:
200 Independence Avenue, SW - Rm. 514E Director
Washington, D.C. 20201 Department of Conservation

602 State Office Building
FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 400 South Spring Street
Dr. Jack M. Heinemann Springfield, Illinois 62706

Department of Energy - Rm. 3000
HUD REGION825 North Capitol Street, NE

Washington, D.C. 20426 Mr. Harry Blus (2)
Environmental Officer

ARMY ENGINEERING DISTRICT Department of Housing & Urban Development
~ 00 South Wacker Drive5U.S. Army Engineering District, (1)

Ohio River Division Chicago, Illinois 60606
P. O. Box 1159
Cincinnati, Ohio 45201

cc: Mr. Richard Broun (2)
RIVER BASIN COMMISSION Department of Housing & Urban

Development
Ohio River Basin Commission (2) 451 7th Street, SW - Rm. 7258
36 East 4th Street, Suite 208-20 Washington, DC 20410
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

Number in parentheses incicates number of copies.

J
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Distribution List (Continued)

Environmental Report and Supple.' ants

, AGRICULTURE STATE OFFICIAL

Soil Conservation Service Illinois Institute of Natural (1)

h 5 (I) 30 'e s t ashington
ede a ui din Chicago, Illinois 60606

200 W. Church Street
CLEARINGHOUSES

ham a linois 61820,

State Clearinghouse (10)
Forest Service Bureau of the Budget

Lincoln Tower Maza
The Forest Service (1) 524 S. Second Weet, Room 3M
Eastern Region Springfield, Illinois 62706,

633 West Wisconsin Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 52303 McLean County Regional Planning (1)

DOT REGIONAL 0FFICE 30 House
Secretarial Representative (1) 207 West Jefferson Street
U.S. Department of Transportation Bloomington, Illinois 61701
17th Floor
300 S. Wacker Drive OTHERS

Chicago, Illinois 60606 Librarian (1)
Thennal Reactors Safety Group

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY Brookhaven National Lab - Bldg.130
Director, Technical Assessment (1) Upton, Long Island, N.Y. 11973

Division (AW-459)
Office of Radiation Programs Mr. Thomas D. Wolsko (1)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Energy and Environmental Systems
Crystal Mall #2 Division
Arlington, Virginia 20460 Building 12B

Argonne National Laboratory
EPA REGIONAL 0FFICE 9703 South Cass Avenue 60439

Ms. Sue Walker (2)
Argonne, Illinois 60439

Feceral Activities Branch
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency "bm .A In rial Forum

1016 - 16th Street, NW, Suite 850
uh e rborn Street Washington, D.C. 20036

,

Chicago, Illinois 60604

LOCAL OFFICIAL

Chairman of DeWitt County Board (1 )
c/o County Clerk's Office
DeWitt County Courthouse
Clinton, Illinois 61727

1
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ENCLOSURE 2-
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RECUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Environmental Report.
| 2.1 Definition (frca Executive Order 119988 FloodplainManagement)

Floodplain: The lowland and relatively flat areas a' joiningd

inland and costal waters including floodprone areas of offshore

islands, including at a minimum that area subject to a one per-

-cent or ' greater chance of flooding in any given year,

j Section 2.2 of the Environmental Report should be modified to

| include the following information.

- 1. Provide descripticns of the floodplains of all water bodies,
l

; including intemittant water courses; within or adjacent to

the site. On a suitable scale map provide delineations of

those areas that will be flooded during' the one-percent .
L

chance ficed in the absence of plant effects (i.e.,-pre-con-
!

struction floodplain).

2. Provide details of the methods used to determine the flood-

plains in response to 1. above. Include your assumptions

of and i:ases for the pertinent parameters used in the compu-

tation of -he one-percent flood flow and water elevation.

If studies. approved by Flood Insurance Administration (FIA),-
_

Housing and Urban Development (HUD)'or the Corps of Engineers

are available for the site or adjoining area, the details of

analyses need not be supplied. You can instead provide the

[_ reports frca venich you obtained the floodplain. information.
L
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3. Identify, locate on a map, and describe all structures,

construction activities and topographic alterations in the

floodplains. Indicate the status of each such structure,

construction activity and topographic alteration (in terms

of start and completion dates) and work presently completed.

4. Discuss the hydro'ogic effects of all items identified in 3.

above. Dise:a 2 ihe potential for altered flood flows and

levels, both upstream and downstream. Include the potential

effect of debris accumulating on the plant sturctures. Addi-

tionally, discuss the effects of debris generated from the

site on downstream facilities.,

5. Provide the details of your analysis used in response to 4.

above. The level of detail is similar to that identified in
item 2. above.

6. Identify non-floodplain alternatives for each of the items

(structures, construction activities and topographic altera-

tions) identified in 3. above. Alternately, justify why a

specific item must be in the floodplain.

7. For each item in 6. above that cannot be justified as having

to be in the floodplain either show that all non-floodplain

alternatives are not practicable or commit to re-locating

the structure, construction activity or topographic altera-

tion out of'the floodplain,

a
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Final Safety Analysis Report
3.1 Section 3.4.1.2 of the FSAR states that plant structures are

designed to withstand the effects of groundwater conditions at

the site. Please clarify whether or not a permanent dewatering

system has been installed at the Clinton site.

9

f

I In order to ensure that your environmental qualification program confoms
(3.11 with General Design Criteria 1, 2, 4 and 23 of Appendix A and Sections

III and XI of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, and to the national standards

mentioned in Part II " Acceptance Criteria" (which includes IEEE Std 323,

contained in Standard Review Plan Section 3.11, the following infomation,

q.

on the qualification program is required for all Class lE equipment.

1. Identify all Class 1E Equipment, and provide the following:

Type"(functional designation)a.
* b. Manufacturer ,

c. Manufacturer's type number and model number
d. - The equipment should include the following, as applicable:

1) Switchgear
2) Motor control centers
3) Valve operators
4) Motors
5) Logic equipment
6) Cable
7) Diesel generator control equipment
8) Sensors (pressure, pressure differential, temperature

and neutron)-
9) Limit Switches

1C) Heaters
11) ~ Fans
12) Control Boards
13) -Instrument racks and panels
14) Cennectors

. 15) Electrical penetrations
. 16) Splices

17)' Terminal blocks

m

w-
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2. Categ0rize the equipr.ent identified in (1) above into one of the

following categories:

a. Equipment that will experience the environmental conditions
,

of design basis accidents for which it must function

to mitigate said accidents, and that will be qualified to

,
demonstrate operability in the accident environment for the

time required for accident mitigation with safety margin to failure.

b. Equipment that will experience environmental conditions of

design basis accidents through which it need not function

for mitigation of said accidents, but through which it must

not fail in a manner detrimental to plant safety or accident

mitigation, and that will be qualified to demonstrate the

capability to withstand any accident environment for the time

during which it r:st not fail with safety margin to fr.ilure.

c. Equipment that will experience environmental conditions of

design basis tecidents through which it need not function

for mitigation of said accidents, end whose failure (in

any mode) is daemed not detrimental to plant safety or

accident mitigation, and need not be qualified for any

accident environment, but will be qualified for its

non-accident service environment.
.

d. Equipment that will not experience environmental conditions -

of design basis accidents and that will be qualified to

, _ . . . _ - - _ . _ _.
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demonstrate cperability under its normal or abnomal service

environment. This equipment would normally be located outside

the reactor containment.

3. For each type of equipment in the categories of equipment listed

in (2) above provide separately the equipment design specification ,

requirements, including:
.

The system safety function' requirements.a.

b. An envircnmental envelope as a function of time which includes

all extreme parameters, both maximum and minimum values, ex-

pected to occur during plant shutdown, nomal operation,

abnor=al operation, and any design basis event (including LOCA

and MSLS), including post event conditions.

'

Time required to fulfill its safety function when subjected toc.

any of the extremes of the environmental envelope specified

above.

d. Technical bases should be provided to justify the placement of

each type equipment in the categories 2.b and 2.c listed above.

4. Provide the qualification test plan, test set-up, test procedures,

and acceptar.ce criteria for at least one of each group of equipment

.
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of (l.d) as a;; c;riate to the category inntified in (2) abcVe. *

If any mathod cther than type testing was used for qualification

(operating ex;a.-ienca, analysis, combined qualification, or on-

going qualificatien), describe the method in sufficient detail

to permit evaluati:n of its adequacy.

5. For each categ:ry of equipment identified in (2) above, state the
'

actual qualification envelope simulated during testing (defining

the duration of tFe hostile environment and the ::argin in excess

of the design requiremants). If any meth d other than type test-

ing was used f:r cualification, identify the meth:d and define the

equivalent "qua:ificati:n anvelope" so derived.

6. A stn.:ary of test results that demonstrates the adequacy of the

qualification pr:; ram. If analysis is used for qualification,

justifica' tion of all analysis cssumptions inust he provided.

7. Idintifichtien cf the qualification documnts which contain <*etailed

.w;: porting inici- ation, in:1uding test data, for itams 4, 5 r.nd 6.

In addition, in act:rdance with the requirements of Appar. dix 3 of 10

CFR 50, the staff ra;-ires a statement verifying: 1) that all Class.

lE equip .ent has baan (CL) or will be (CP) qualiited to the, program

r'escribed above, t .d 2) that the t'ctailed qualificatien infor:aticn
,

cnd iest results are (or will ha) available for t.n SRC Eudit.

.

.

.
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4.1 There is nc description of vulnerability to common mode failures1
-

in Section 4.6.4.1 of the FSAR. Please provide sufficient plan

. and elevation layout drawings to provide the bases for establish-

ing that -the: reactivity control systems when used in single.or
i

multiple redundant modes are not vulnerable to common mode failure

, or reference in the FSAR where this. info,mation may be located.
!

| 5.1 Section 5.1 of the FSAR does not adequately address the extent
i

of isolability of any fluid system as provided by the use of iso-

| lation valves between 'the radioactive and nonradioactive sections
I
! of the system, isolation . valves between the reactor coolant pres-

sure boundary (RCPB) and connected systems, and passive barriers

,
between the RCPB and other systems. Please provide this informa-

!

tion in order to continue our review.

5.2 The reactor. core isolation system is described in Section 5.4.6

of the FSAR. Describe how this system conforms to the General

Design Criteria 34, 55, 56 and 57.
!
|

!

:

! :.
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040, 2 Recent operating experirnca.has shwn that difverse effects on the
(8.2)
(RSP) safety-related power system and safety related equip:errt and Icads

can be caus::d b'y sustained icw or high grid voltage conditiens. Ue
~

therefore inquire that ;;.r d2 sign of the safety related electrical

system met the folicains staff positions. Suppier.:nt the da.scri;-

tien of your design in the FSAR to shew hcw it caets th:se

positions or prevMe appre;riate t.nalyses to justify non-conferrince

uith these positiens.
.

1. In addition to the undervoltage schema providad to datect 1 css

of offsite p:.42r at tha safety busses, we require that an

t.dditicnal 12 vel of v:Itage protection for the onsite powar

r strea be picvidad dth a tima dalay tnd that (Sis cdditicnai
,

ieval of voltag2 pr:te:tica shall satisfy the felicwing critaria:
.

c) The seict-f:n :f c:ltas ud time f at pcints shall be det2nnined

ft;= cn t..a'rsis :f th: voltage requirer.:nts of the s:fety-,

t . it ted i: ds at 1.11 t.asite syst.m distribution-icvels;

h) 7!.c v : i t!.g : ;i:0 .ica shall i.iciude coincic'.nce ogic cn a

Ear !.rs Msis : ;:-2:!vde rpuricus trips of the offsite ;:wer

i cut .:a ;

c) En ti:r.: d:12y sek::t d shall 5: L: sed :n the felicuing c:nditi:ns :

.

t * j@*** ,j-.
A .-- .-
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(1) In: allc-stie tice :elay, including cargin, s..a ri'ne: ext:ec

the taxi 4 : tir.2 delay that is assuced in the FSA;. ac:ic2r.
.

cr. sly:e s ;

(2) Th: time celay shall cinimi:e the effe:: cf shert du.- tien

disturbances frt: . ducing the tvailability of the offsite
.

w ...r c... ..r,51 c. . a.
, e. . . . . 4, ...
,

(3) The alic thie tima dura: ice. si a degraded voltage ::ndition
!

ct cli dis ributi: . systa: levels shall not r:sult in

f.ilura :f safety systa s or :: .;:ncr. s;
I

d) The volt ge :cas::s thall tut:ratictily initiate the dist:nn ;-
tica of Offsite ;;;2r seu ::s uhehanver the v:ltage cat p; int

I
t-

cnd ti: deity'licits .'. ave been C2c: ded;

c) Tha v:ltige s:nscrs shall b2 desicned t: satisfy the c;;1tc2hle

s..n ..., ..,ue. y :. c a. ;..e. 1c.71, =Critaria for Fratection-

m . . . . . . . .

Syst:.-s i:r ? 2:har 7: war ?:n: rating Static =s"; cad

{} Th0 Tc:hnical 3;; ific ti:ns shall inCIUd liCitin3 EOnditbU

for ;:; ration, ru:veilir.n:: r;:uiru.:nts, tri; set p::ints with.

i
-

c.inic;: 1.nd c :i:::a ikits. :nd allcwahle v:iu:s for th: 50COnd-

l. it.v 1.v:it ;c ; ::::tien 5:nssrs cnd asso:iatt.d tir2 d: lay
"

,.
t

,
w Y.w. e...

i
>

i

,
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.
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2. We require that the current system designs automatically prevent I

load shedcing cf the emerpncy buses once the or. ite scurces are

supplying power to all sequenced loads on the emergency buses. The

design shall also include the capability of the Toad shedding feature

to be automatically reinscated if the onsite scurce supply breakers

are trip;ed. The automatic bypass and reinstatement feature shall

be verified during the periodic testing identified in' Fosition 3.

In the event an adequate basis car be provided for retaining the

load shed feature when leads are energized by the onsite power
'

system, we will require that the setpoint value in the Technical

Specifications, which is currently specific as *... equal to or greater

than..." be amended to specify a value having maximum and minimum

limits. The licensee' bases for the setpoints and limits selected

.must be documented.

3 We require that the Technical Specifications include a test require-

ment to deconstrata the full functional operability and indehendence

of the onsite pcwer sources at feast once per 18 months during

shutdcwn. The Technical Specifications shall include a requirement

for tests: (1) si=1ating less 'of offsite power; (2) simulating
i

foss of offsita pcwer in ccnfunction with e safety feature actuation

signal; and (3) sieulating interruption and subsequent rec:nnection

of onsite ;cwer sources to their respective' buses. Fraser operation

shall be determined by: .

D lD lD 303 b
_ m e M e A U ] U X tr b

..
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a) Verifying that on loss of offsite power the emergency buses have

been de-energized and that the loads have been shed from the

emergency buses in accordance with design requirements,

b) Verifying that on isss of offsite power the diesel, generators

start on the autostart signal, the emergency buses are energi:ed

with permanently cor.nected Icads, the auto-connected shutdown

loads are energized through*the load sequenc'er. and the system

operates for, five minutes while the generators are loaded with

the shutdown loads.,

c Verifying that on a safety features actuation signal (without loss

of offsite pc.er) the diesel generators. start on the autostart

si,gnal and o;erate on standby for five minutas. .

i

d) Verifying &.at on loss of offsite pcwer in conjunction with a

safety features actuatica signal the diesel generators start 1

on the autostart signal the emergency buses are energized
: .

with permanently c:nnected loads, the auto-connected emergency

(accident) loads are energized through the load sepencer.

and the system operates for five minutes while the generat:rs

are loaded with the eme sency loads.
.

e) Verifying that on inter:;; tion cf the onsite sources the loads are

shed.from the ecergency buss,s in accordance with des,ig. require-

ments and that subsequent loading of the onsite sources is
,

through the load sequencer.

,

-. - -
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4 The voltage levels at the safety-related buses should be optimized

for the full load and cinieram load conditions that are expected

throughout the anticipated range of voltage variations of the
i

offsite power source by appropriate adjustment of the voltage tap

settings of the intervening transformers. We require that the

adequa:y of the design in this regard be verified by actual

measu're ent and by correlation of measured values with analysis

results. Provide a description of the method for making this

verificatica; before initial reactor power operation, provide the

docu:.entati:n required to establish that this verification has

been accomplished.

040.3 mcent ex: erie ~e wie ms:!aar P:wer Plant Class 1E electrical
(8. 3.1 )

syste: equi;r.ent pr:tective relay applicatiors has establi'sfied

that relay trip setecin. d-!fts with c:nventional type relays

have resulted in pec:ature :-ips of redundant safety related

systae prp .mtces e.en the safety systen was required tc be

operative. W111e tf.e basic need for proper potection for

feeder.s/ equi; ment ageinst pe:-nanent faults is recogni:sd it

is the staff's positica that total non-avrilability of redundant

safety systac:s due to s;uricus trips in protective relays is not

acceptable.

-
.

-

Provide a desertptien of yeur circuit protection criteria for safety

systems / equipment to avoid incorrect initial setpoint selection and ;

the above cited protective relay trtp setpoint drift problems, .

_

PR
h m)DIPgTy j NO

MPad A g i
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'040.4
j. (8.3.1).

- Provide a listing cf the foll: wing for. the contair ent electrical.
!2[ .psnetrations by 'vci:2ge Class: I t ratings, maxirum predicted fault |

L currents (short circuit and ground fault), identification of taximizing
).
.

'

fausts, protective equipment setpoints, and expected clearing times.
I
t

|

Provide a descripti:n of the ;hysical arrangement utilized in your
t

( design to connect the field cables inside'containmsnt to the contain-

ment panetrations,:e.g. cor.nactors, splices, or tarainal blocks.

Provide supportive iccu=antati:n that these physical intarfaces

are' qualified to withstand a '_3CA or steam line break savir:nment.
I

i
.

-040. 5 la requast that you farforr. a raview of the electrical c:ntrolP-

(3.3)
circuits for all safe y rel3 id equipment, so as to assure that

disabling of one ecc cr.ent 4:ss not,'through incer; oration in

other intariccking er sequ;ncing controls, render other ccaponents
- inoperable. All redes of tes , operation, and failure should be

considered. Dascri.'e and state the results of your review.
.i

| C40.6 ~It has been noted durinc past reviews that pressure switches or other
(S.3) ~'

L devices'werelin :r;: rated in;: the final actuation control circuitry

fbr large hsrse; war safety-ra:ated motors which are used to drive
;

1

pu. ;s . hes e'ssit r s er d v>:es . preclude tutor.ati: (safety 1
i

- Lsignal) and; manual oraratien of the actor /pu=p cc :inati:n unless 1

permissive c:nditions such' as lube oil pressure ara satisfied.

- Accordingly, identify :ny safety-related motor /purp certinations

; 1:hich sre.used:in the t'linteniesign that operate as noted

D*"}D,"h [hW o Ju 4e Ju SU.\uum
o , o,

f. '

>

a
, s
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cbove. Also, describe the redundancy and diversity which is pro-

vided for the pressure switches or permissive devices that are used

in this manner.

040.7 Identify all electrical equipment, both safety and non-safety, that(6.3)
(8.3) cay become submerged as a result of a LOCA. For all such equipmen.

that is not qualified for service in such an environment provide an

analysis to deten::ine the following:

1. The safety significance of the failure of this electrical equip-

nent (e.g. spurious actuation or loss of actuation function)

as a result of flooding.

2. Tne effects on Class 1E electrical power sources serving this

equipment as a result of such submergence, and

3. Any proposed design changes resulting from this analysis.

040, 8
Provide the results of a rerfew of your operating, maintananca, and(8.3)
testing procad.Tes te datamine the extant of usage of jumpers or

!ether tusperary fans of t;,7.ssing functicas for operating, tet-

ing, or maintaining cf safety raiated systas:s. Idantify and justify

any casas ders the use of the sheve methods cannet be avoided.

Provide the c?!tria fer a:y as4 of juume s fer testing.

me a v .. -. .

- o . L m
,

I
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040.9
Diesel generator alarms in the control rocn: A review of malfunc-

(8.3) tien reports of diesel generators at operating nuclear plants has

uncovered that in some cases the information available to the
1

control room operator to indicate the operational status of the

diesel generator may be imprecise and could lead to misinterpretation.

This can be caused by the sharing of a single annunciator station

to alarm conditions that render a diesel generator unable to

respend to an automatic emer;*ncy start signal and to also alarm

abnor=al, but not disabling, conditions. Another cause can

be the use ;f wording of an annunciator window that does not*

,

specifically say that a diesel generator is inoperable (i.e. ,,

I unable at the time to respond to an automatic emergency start
.

signal) when in fact it is inoperable for that purpose.

4

i -

Review and evaluate the alarm and control circuitry for the diesel

generators in your design to determine how each condition that renders

a diesel generator unable to respond to an automatic emergency start'
~

! signal is alarmed in the control iaom. These conditions include not
'

only-the trips that lock out the dissel generator start and require

manual reset, but also control switch or mode switch positions that

block automatic start, less of control voltage, insuf'ficier.: starting air

pressure or battery voltage, etc. This review shculd consider all

aspects ~ of pcssible diesel 'generater operational conditions, for
,

example: test conditiens and operation from local centrol stations. Or.e-

area of particular concern is the unrese: condit: t follcwing a manual

c

, . . ~ . - , , .
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stop at the local station which terminates a diesel generator test and

prior to resetting the diesel generator controls for enabling subsequent

automatic operation.

Provide the details of your evaluation, the'results and conclusions, and

a tabulation of the following information:

(a) all conditions that render the diesel generator incapable of

responding to an aute=atic emergency start signal for each

operating mode as discussed above;

(b) the wording on the annunciator window in the control room that

is alarmed for each of the conditions identified in (a);

tise cause(c) any other alarm signals not included in (a) above thet

the same annunciator to alarm;

(d) .any ccndition that renders the diesel generator incacable of

responding to an automatic emergency start signal which is not

alar =ed in tne control rocc; and

(e) any proposed =adificatiens or additional interface requirecents

resultinn fran this evaluation.

.
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d

040.10 Describe your-design provisions for testing the transfer of power
,

sources to the safety-related distribution system (i.e. from

the main generator supply to the preferred power system on loss

of the unit). Include in your design description the capability

for testing during plant operation -(SRP Section 8.2, Part III,

item 3).

040.11 GDC-17 states that the safety function for each of the offsite systems
(8.1)

'

(assuming the other system is not functioning) shall be to provide

sufficient capacity and capability to assure that: (a) specified accep-
.

table fuel design limits and design conditions for the reactor coolant pres-

sure boundary are not exceeded as a result of anticipated operational

occurrences and-(b) the core is cooled and containment integrity and other

vital functions are maintained in the. event.of the postulated accidents.
,

We require that the adequacy of the transformers (auxiliary and ESF) be

verified by the vol age analysis at transient and steady state. This is

in order to issure that the transfonners are capable of starting and operat-

ing the loads with the worst combined condition (the minimum expected grid

voltage and the maximum corbined loads).

,

040.12 On figure 8.2-1, it appears that the 138 Ky transmission lines do cross
(8.2)

.under the 345 Kv transmission lines. Confirm that those do or do not

cross one another. Provide further information on configuration of the |

transmission lines to the Clinton Power Station switchyard if the above

mentioned 345 Kv ifne fell on the 138 Ky line.

, . _ _ _.
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040.13 In the FSAR paragraph 8.3.1.1.2, it is described that generator
(8.3)

differential, engine overs;eed and loss of exciter are the emergency

protective trips for the Division 1.and 2 diesel generators. An

acceptable design should provide two or more independent measurements

of each of these' trip para eters except the engine overspeed and

generator differential.

!

040.14 Provide the bases that the HPCS diesel generator has different
(8.3) -

.

protective tripping scheme from the Division 1 and 2.

040.15 Explain justificatica that the HPCS diesel generator shall be capable
(8.3)

of starting and acceleratir.g to rated speed, within specified time,
,

all loads on the HFCS bus,'although voltage and frequency drop will

exceed the limits specified in Regulation Guide 1.9.

040.16 ~ The chosen voltage setpoint and time delay associated with the undervoltage(8.3) !

protection must assure that the safety related equipment is not subjected I

to a voltage below that recc. mended by the manufacturer and ANSI C84.1-

1973 for a period of time long enough .tc cause malfunction and/or thennal
;

i

damage. We require infon.ation regarding starting and operating characteristics. '

and thennal capability of the safety related equipment in terms of the voltage

current and tice.

.

'___-m .
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040.17 Table 3.2-1 is incomplete with regards to the design characteristics for
(3.2)

diesel generator systems. The diesel engine cooling water, lubrication,

and parts of the ccmbustion air systems are not included in the table.

Revise the table accordingly.

040.18 The FSAR text and table 3.2-1 states that the diesel engine mounted
.(3.2)

components and piping for the fuel, cooling water, lubrication and air

starting system are designed Seismic Category I Quality Group C.

provide the industry standards that were used in the design, manufacture,

and inspection of the engine mounted piping and components.

040.19 Operating experience at certain nuclear power plints which have two(8.3)
RSp

cycle turbocharged diesel engines manufactured by the Electromotive

Division (EMD) of General .%tses driving emergency generators have

experienced a significant number of turbocharger mechanical, gear drive

failures. The failures have occurred as the result of running the

emergency diesel. generators at no load or light load cond1' ions fort

extended periods. . No load or light load operation could occur during

periodic equipment testing or during accident conditions with availability,

of offsite power. When this equipment is operated under no load conditions

insufficient exhaust gas volume is generated to operate the turipcharger.

As a result the turbocharger is driven mechanicc11y from a gear drive in

order to supply enough combusion air to the engine to maintain rated

speed. The turbocharger and mechanical drive gear normally supplied with

these engines are not designed for standby service encountered in nuclear

power plant application where the equipment may be called upon to operate
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at no load or 1tsht icad condition and full rated speed for a prolonged |,

period. The EMD equipment was originally designed for locomotive service

where no load speeds for the engine and generator are auch lower than i

full load speeds. The locomotive turbocharged diesel hardly ever runs at

full speed except at full load. The EMD has strongly recomended to users
*

of this diesel engine design against operation at no load or light load |

conditions at full rated speed for extended periods because of the short

life expectancy of the turbocharger mechanical gear drive unit normally

furntshed. No load or it;ht load operatton also causes general

deterioration in any diesel engine.

To cope with the severe servfee'the equipment is normally subjected to and

in the interest of reduct.ng failures and increasing the availability of

thefe equfpcent EMD has developed a heavy duty turbocharger drive gear

unit that can replace existing equipment. This is available as a

replacement kit, or engines can be ordered with the heavy duty turbo-|

charger drive gear asse:bly.

To assure optimum availabfif ty of emergency diesel generators on demand.

Applicant's who have on order or intend to order emergency generators

driven by two cycle diesel engines manufactured by EMD should be provided

with the heavy duty turbec W ge eechanical detye gear asse=bly as

'recomedded by EMD for the class of servi,

ce encountered in nuclear power

plants. Confirm your comp 11ance with this requirement.

t *. - - =w - - N
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040.20 Provide a detati discussion (or plan) of the level of traini,ng proposed :

(8.3) !
'

for your operators, maintenance'erew, quality assurance', and supervisory

personnel responsible for the operation and maintenance of the emergency i

diesel. generators. Identify the number and type ofipersonnel that will |

be dedicated to the operations and maintenance of the emergency diesel |

generators and the number and type that will be assigned from your general

plant operations and maintenance groups to assist when needed.

|

In your discussion identify the amount and kind of traint.n' that wil1 be
~

'
g

received by each of the above categories and the type of ongoing training

program planned to assure optimum availability of the emergency generators.

|
,

Also discuss the level of education and minfmum experience requirements i

for the various categories of operations and maintenance personnel associated

with the emergency diesel generators.

,

1

040.21 Periodic testing cnd test loading of an emergency diesel, generator |
(8.3) |
RSP in a nuclear power plant.. is a necessary function to demonstrate the '

operabtitty, capabiltty and availability of the unit on demand. Periodic

testing' coupled with good preventive maintenance practices will assure

optimum equipment readiness and availability on demand. This is the

desired goal.

To achieve this optimum equipment readiness status the the following
'

requirements should be met:

.- . . - . . -.-c-
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.

1. The equipment should be tested with a minimum loading of 25 percent

of rated load. No load or light load operation will cause incomplete

combustion of fuel resulting in the formation of gum and varnish

deposits on the cylinder walls, intake and exhaust valves, pistons
.

and piston rings, etc., and accumulation of unburned fuel in the

turbocharger and exhaust system. The consequences of no load or

light load operation are potential equipment failure due to the gum

and varnish deposits and fire in the engine exhaust system.,

.

2 Periodic surveillance testing should be performed in accordance with
,

the applicable NRC. guidelines (R.g.1.108), and with the recommendations

of the engine manufacturer. Conflicts between any such recomendations j

and the NRC guidelines, particularly with. respect to test frequency. ;

loading and duration', should be identified and justified, |

3. Preventive maintenince'should..go beyond the normal mutine adjust-
'

ments, servicing an'd repair of components when a malfunction occurs.

Preventive maintenance'should encompass investT@tive testing of

components which'have a history of repeated malifunctioning and

require cSnstant attention and repair. In such cases consideration

should be given to replacecent of those components with other
,

products which have a record of demonstrated reliabiltty, rather than
1

. repetitive repair and maintenince'of the existing components. Testing
4

of the unit after' adjustments or repairs have been made only confirms

that the equipment is operable and does not necessarily mean that thes

root cause of the problem has been eliminated or alleviated.

.
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4 Upon completion of repairs or maintenance and prior to an actual
~

start, run, and load test a final equipment check should be made to

assure that all electrical circuits are functional, i.e., fuses are in

,

1pce, switches and circuit breakers are in their proper position, no

%oose wires, all test leads have been removed, and all valves are in
f

.phe proper position to permit a manual start of the equipment. After -i

the unit has beer.' satisfactorily started and load tested, return the

unit to ready automatic standby service and under the centrol of the
. .

contro1 room operator.
, .

,

Provide a discussion of how the aboYe requirenents haVe been imDiemented

in the emergency diesel generator system design and how they will be
.

considered when the plant is in cor::::ercial operation, i.e., by what means

will the above requirements be enforced.

040.22 The availability on demand of an emergency diesel generator is
(8.3)
RSP

dependent upon, among cther things, the proper functioning of its ,
^

i controls and monitoring instrumentation. This equipment fs. scaerally
1

panel mounted and in some instances'the panels are pounted directly

on the diesel generator sktd. Major diesel engine damage has occurred

| at some operating plants from vibration induced wear on skid mounted

contnal and monitoring instrumentation. This sensitive instrumentation

is not made to withstand and function accurately for prolonged periods

under continuous vibrattenal stresses ~normally encountered with internal

combustion engines. Operation of senstive instricentation under this

environment rapidly deteriorates calibration.. accuracy and control

signal output.

-

_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ - _ _ - _
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Therefore, except for sensors and other equipment that must be directly

mounted on the engine or associated pfptng, the controls and monitoring

instrumentation should be. installed on a free standing floor nounted
'

panel separate from the engine skids, and located on a vibration free

floor area or equipped with vibration mounts.

Confir.7. your compliance with the above requirement or provide justification

for noncompliance.

040.23 The information regarding the casita,c:ccunications sys*e. (Secten
(9.5.2)

9.5.2) dces not.hdequately cover the system capabilities W

transients and a'ecidents. hrovide the following infonation: !

l

(a) Identify all werking stations en the plant site where it may j

be necessary for,, plant personnel to caer.:unicata with the

control rocci or the ame gency shutdown panel during and/or .

follcwing transients and/or~ accidents (including fires) in

order to mitigate the consequences of the event and to attain
,

a safe cold plant shutd:am.

.

(b) Indicate the maxicum sound levels that could exist at eac.6

cf the above identified wcrking staticr.s fer all transient 3

and accident conditions.
'

.

. -

(c) Indicate the types of c:rz:unication systae:s available at each

of the above identified working stations.-

|
,

--
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(d) Indicate the maximum background noise level that could exist

at each working station and yet reliably expect effective

communication with the control room using:

1. the page party (public address) communications systems, and

2 any other additional communication system provided that

working station.

(e) Describe the pe'rfemance requirteents and tests that the

abcVe er.sita working stations coctonication sys'es will

* be required to pass in order to be assured that affective

remica'tfon with the' control rom or emergency shutdewn

panel is pessible under all conditions.

(f) Identify and describe the power source (s) provided for each

of the comunications systems.

(g) Discuss the protective measures taken to assure a functionally

operable ensite cocr=anication system. The discussion should

include the considerations given to component failures loss

of power, and the severing of a comunication line or truns

as a result of an accident or fire.

g Identify the vital areas and hazardous areas where emergency

lighting is needed for safe shutdcwn of the reactor and the evacua-

tion of personnel in the event of an accident. Tabulate the light-

ing system provided in your design to accccinodate those areas so
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040.25 Describe the instruments, controls, sensors and alar =s provided for
(9.5.4)

monitcring the diesel engine fuel oil storage and transfer system

and describe their function. Discuss the testing necessary to main-

tain and assure a highly reliable instnsnentation, controls, sensors

and alarm sy:. .m and where the alat=s are annunciated. Identify'

the temperaturt , pressure and level sensors which alert tre operator

when these parameters are exceed the ranges recommended by the engine

manufacturer and describe what operator actions are required during

alam conditions to prevent hamful effects 'o the diesel erigine.t

Discuss the system inter 1ceks previded. (SRP 9.5.4. Part III,

item 1).

040.26
The diesel gtnerator structureg are designed to seismic and

(9 6 4) tornado criteria and are isolated from one another by a reinforced

concrete wall barriers., Gescribe the ba'rriers(including cpenings)

in scre detail and its capability to withstand the effects of

internally generated missiles resulting from a crankcase explosion,

failure of one or all cf the starting air receivers, or failure of

any high or moderate energy line and initial flooding from the

cooling system so that the assumed effects will not result in loss

of an additional generator. (SF? 9.5.4, Part III, Item 2).

040.27 Describe your design provisions made to protect the fuel oil storage
9.5.4)

tank fill Ifnes from daca;e by tornado missiles. (SRP 9.5.4, Part II) .
I

i
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040.28 Dis:uss the mesns for de:ecting or preventing gr:wth of algae in(9.5.4)
the diesel fuel st:rzge tank. If it were detected, des:-ibe the

methods to be provided for cleaning the affected storage tank.

(SRP 9.5.4, Part III, Itm 4).

040.29 In section 9.5.4.2 you state that corrosion inhibiting coatings will be
(9.5.4)

used for the diesel fuel oil storage tanks to assure adequate corrosion

protection to minimize fuel oil contamination. This statement is too

general. Expand the FSAR to include a more explicit description of pro-
'

posed protection of any underground piping. Where corrosi,on protective

coatings are being considered (piping and tanks) include the industry

standards which will be used in their application. Also discuss what

provi; ions will be made in the design of the fuel oil storage and transfer

system in the use of a impressed current type cathodic protection system,

in addition to water proof protective coatings, to minimize corrosion

of burried piping or equipment. If cathodic protection is not being

considered, provide your justification. (SRP 9.5.4, Part II, and

Part III, Item 4).

040.30 In Section 9.5.4.3 you state that diesel fuel oil is available from
(9.5.4)

local distribution sources or another IP station. Identify the sources

where diesel quality fuel oil will be available and the distances

required to be travelled from the source (s) to the plant. Also discuss

how fuel oil will be deliveree ansite under extremely unfavorable

environmental conditions. (SRP 9.5.4, Part III, Item 5b).

L-
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040.31 Discuss what precautions have been taken in the design of the fuel
(9.5.4)

oil system in locating the fuel oil day tank and connecting fuel

oil piping in the diesel generator room with regard to possible

exposure to ignition sources such as open fla:nes and hot surfaces.

(SRP 9.5.4, Part III, Itam 6).
.

040.32 Identify all high and 4cderate energy lines and systas:s that will
(9.5.4)
(9.5.5) be installed in the diesel generator roc =. Discuss the measures
(9.5.6)
(9.5.7) that will be takun in the design of the diesel generator facility
(9.5.8) '

to pmtect the safety'rtinted systems, piping and components frca

the effects cf high and rederate energy line failure to assure

availablity of the diesel generators when needed. (SRP 9.5.4,
.

Pa III Item 8 SRP.9.5.5, Part III, its: 4, SRP 9.5.5,~ Part III.

itan 5; SRP,,,9.5.7, Part III. itsu 3; SAP 9.5.8 Part III itan 6c).

040.33 Section 9.5.4.1 emergency diesel engine fuel oil storage and transfer system
'

(9.5.4)
(EDEFSS) does not specifically reference ANSI Standard N195 " Fuel Oil Systems for i

|
Standby Diesel Generators". Indicate if you intend to comply with this stan- i

i

dard ir, your design of the EDEFSS; otherwise provide justification for non- |

compliance. (SRP 9.5.4, Rev.1. Part II, item 12).

040.34 Discuss the precautionary measures that will be taken to assure the quality
(9.5.4)

and reliability of t% fuel oil supply for emergency diesel generator operation.

Include the type of fuel oil, impurity and quality limitations as well as diesel
.

1

index number or its equivalent, cloud point, entrained moisture, sulfur, parti- I

culates and other delitarious insoluble substances; procedure for testing newly

delivered fuel, periodic sa::pling and testing of on-site fuel oil (including |

i

_ , , - - ,
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tnterYal between tests), interval of time between periodic removal of conden-

sate from fuel tanks and periodic system inspection. In your discussion in-

clude nference to industry (or other) standard which will be followed to

assure a mliable fuel oil supply to the emergency generators. (SRP9.5.4,

Part III, items 3 and 4).

040.35 Discuss the design considerations that have determined the physical
(9.5.4)

location of the diesel engine fuel oil day tanks at your facility.

Assure that the selected physical location of the fuel oil day tanks meet

the requiremen's of the diesel engine manufacturer. (SRP 9.5.4, Part III,

item 5(c).)

040.36 Assume an unlikely event has oc:urred requiring operation of a
(9.5.4)

diasal genera *ar for a prol:nged period that would require replenish-

ment of fuel oil with:ut interrupting operation of the diesel gen-

erator. 'a~nat provision has been made in the design of the fuel

oil storage fill system to minimi:e the creation of turbulence of

the sediment in the bottom of the storage tank. Stirring of this

sediment during addition of new fuel has the potential of causing

the overall quality of the fuel to bec:me unacceptable and could

potentially lead to the degradation or failure of the diesel genera-
*a r.
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040.37 You state in section 9.5.4.3 that the diesel generator fuel oil
(9.5.4)

storage tank is provided with an individual ' fill and vent line,

Indicate where these lines are located outdoors and the height these

lines are terminated above finished ground grade. Discuss the pro-

visions made in your design to prevent entrance of water into the

storage tank during adverse environmental conditioris, such as flooding.

040.38 provide the source of power for the motor driven fuel oil transfer pump and
(9.5.4)

diesel engine motor driven fuel oil booster pump and the motor charac-

teristics, f.e., motor hp., operating voltage, phase (s) and frequency.,

Also include pump capacity and discharge head. Revise the FSAR accordingly.

040.39 You state in FSAR section 9.5.4.3 that the vent lines for the diesel oil
~

(9.5.4)
RSP storage and day tanks are physically separated so that a single accident

could not possible plug more than one vent line. The NRC's Accident

Analysis Branch assumes that separation is not a criteria for tornado

missile protection, since one tornado missile could damage more than one

vent.

We require the vent line from each diesel tank be designed to seismic

Category 1, Class C requirements. Also the portion of the vent line

and flame arrestor exposed above the diesel generator building roof

should be protected from damage by tornado missiles. Revise your

system design accordingly.

.
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040.40 Section 9.5.5 indicates that the function of the diesel generator
(9.5.5) '

.

cooling water system is to dissipate the heat transferred through

the: 1) engine water jacket, 2) lube oil cooler; and 3) engine

air water coolers. Provide information on the individual component

heat removal rates (but/hr), flow (1bs/hr) and temperature differ-

ential ('F) and the total heat removal rate required, Also provide

the design margin (excess heat removal capacity) included in the

design of major components and subsystems . (SRP 9.5,5 Part III,
.

Item 1).

040.41 Provide the results of a failure mode and effects analysis to show
(9.5.5)

that failure of a piping connection between subsystems (engine water

jacket, lube oil cooler, and engine air inter-cooler) does not cause

total degradation of the diesel generator cooling water system.

(SRP 9.5.5, Part III, Item la).

040.42 Indicate the measures to preclude long-term corrosion and organic fouling
(9.5.5)

.in the diesel engine cooling water system that would degrade system cooling

Perfomance, and the compatability of any corrosion inhibitors or antifreeze

compounds used with the materials of the system. Indicate if the water

chemistry is in confonnance with the engine manufacturers reconinendations.

(SRP 9.5.5. Part III, Itec lc.)

|

!
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040.43 Describe the instrunentation, controls, sensors and alams provided

(9.5.5) for monitoring of the diesel er.gine cooling water system and describe

their function. Discuss the testing necessary to maintain and assure

a highly reliable instr.raentation, controls, sensors, and alam sys-

tem, and where the alams are annunciated. Identify the tenperature.

pressure, level, and flow (where applicable) sensors which alert the!'

|
cperator when these parameters exceed the ranges recomended by the

engine manufacturer and describe what operator actions are required'

during a'larm conditions to prevent hamful effects to the diesel en-
''

gine. Discuss the syster.s interlocks provided. (SRP 9.5.5, Part

III, item 1c).

!

040.44 Describe the provisions made in the design of the diesel engine
(9.5.5)

c: cling water system ts assure that all components and piping are

4 filled with water. (SRP 9.5.5, Part III Item 2).

040.45 The diesel,. generators are required',to start automatically on loss of.

(9.5.5)
all offsite power and in the event of a LCCA. The diesel generator-

sets should be capable of operatton at less than full load for extended

periods without degradation of performance or veltabiltty. Should a
.

LOCA occur with availability of offsite power, discuss the des,1gn

p ovisions and other parameters that have been considered in the selection

of the diesel generators to enable them'to run unloaded'(on standby) for

extended periods without degradation of engine perfbmance or reliability.

Expand your FSAR to include and. explicitly define the capability of
'

your design with r,egard to this requirament. (SRP 9.5.5, Part III. Item 7).

- _ ,_ _ __ __ _
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040.46 You state in section 9.5.5.2 each diesel engine cooling water system
(9.5.5)

is provided with an expansion tank to provide for system expansion
~

and for venting air from the system. In addition to the items

mentioned, the expansion tank is to provide for minor system leaks

at pump shafts seals, valve sterr.s and othe.- components, and to

maintain rec.uired NPSH on the system circulating ptz:p. Provide

the size of the expansion tank and location. Demenstrate by analysis

. that t.he expansion tank size will be adequate to maintain required

pt.. p MPSH and make up water for sevan days continuous operation

of the diesel engine at full rated lead without makeup, or provide.

a seismic Category I. safety class 3 make up water supply to the ex-

pansion tank.

040.47 Provide the source of power for the electric jacket water heater. Pro-
(9.5.5)

vide electric heater characteristics, i.e., operating voltage, phase (s),

frequency and kw output as applicable. Also provide sufficient infor-

mation to justify that the thermo-syphon action of the engine cooling

water will keep the lube oil as well as the engine block warm to enhance

engine starting. Otherwise, provide a motor driven Jacket water keep

warm pump. Revise the FSAR accordingly.

040.46 You state in section 9.5.5.2 -hat " ethylene glycol antifreeze will be
(9.5.5)

added only as required in severe weather conditions." Provide additional

details on quantity of antifreeze to be added to the coolant system,

weather conditions.that would require addition of antifreeze, and the

procedures used to assure that antifreeze would be added when required.
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040.49 Provide a discussien of the measums that have been" tak.en in the design
(9.5.6)

of the standby diesel generator air starting system to preclude the

fogling of the air stcrt valve or filter with moisture and contaminants

such as oil carryover and rust.- (SRP 9.5.6, Part III, item 1).

040.50 Describe the instns:entation, controls, sensors and alarms pro-
(9.5.6)

vided for monitorig the diesel engine air starting system, and

describe their function. Describe the testing necessary to main-

tain a highly reliable instnsnentation, control, sensors and

alam system and where the alams are annunciated; Identify the

temperature, pressure and level sensors which alert the operater

when these parameters exceed the ranges recommended by the en2ine

manufacturer and describe any operator actions required during

alarm conditions to prevent harmful effects to the diesel engine.

Discuss system interlocks provided. Revise your FSAR accordingly.

(SRP 9.5.6, Part III, item 1).

040.51 Your description of the diesel engine starting system in F3.P
(9.5.6)

section 9.5.6.2 does not conform to what is shown on figure 5.5.4

The text states that the both air receivers are charged by a comon

air compressor while the figure shows individual ccmpressors. Revise

your FSAR acurdingly.
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040.52 A study by the University of Dayton has shown that accumulation of
(9.5.6)
RSp water in the starting air system has been one of the most frequent

causes of diesel engine fatture to start on demand, Condensation of

entrained n.oisture in comprassed air lines leading to centrol and

starting air valves, air start motors, and condensation of moisture on the

working surfaces of these c::mponents has caused rust, scale and water

itself to build up and scora and jam the internal working parts of

'hese vital components thereby preventing starting of the diesel generators

In the event of loss of oFsite power the diesel generators must function

since they are vital to the safe shutdown of the reactor (s). Failure of

the diesel engines to start from the effects of smisture condensation in -

air starting systems and fr:a other causes have lowered their operational

reliability to substantially less than the desired reliability of 0.99 as
,

specified in Branch Technical Position ICSB (PSB) 2 " Diesel Generator

Reliability Testing" and Regulatory Guide 1.108 " Periodic Testing of

Diesel Generator Units tlsed as Onsite Electric Power Systems at Nuclear

Power Plants."

In an effort toward improving diesel engine starting reliability we require

that compressed' air starting system des,igns include air dryers for the
'

removal of entrained moistu e. The two air dryers most commonly used are

the dessicant and refrigerant types, Of these to types, the refrigerant

type is the one most suited fo this application and therefore is pre-

ferred. Starting air should be dried to a dew point of not more than 50*F
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when installed in a nor= ally controlled 700F environment, otherwise the

starting air dew point should be controlled to at least 100F less than

the lowest expected ambient te: perature.

Revise your design of the diesel engine air starting system accordingly,

describe this feature of your design.

040.53 Provide the source cf peser for the diesel eng.ine air start.ing
,

(9.5.6)
. system compressors and motor characteristics, i.e., motcr hp,

operating voltage, phase (s), and frequency. Revise your FSAR '

accordingly.

040.54 For the diesel engine lubrication syst e in Section 9.5.7 provide the
(9.5.7) :

following infomation: 1) define the taperature differentials, flow

rate, and heat removal rate of the interface cooling system external to

the engine and verify that these are in accordance with recomendations

of the engine manufacturer; 2) discuss-the measures that will be taken

to maintain the required quality of the oil. including the inspection and

replacement when oil quality is degraded; 3) describe the protective

features (such as blowout panels) provided to prevent unacceptable

crankcase explosion and to mitf5 ate the consequences of such an event;

and 4) describe the capability for detection and control of system leakage.

(SRP 9.5.7. Part II. Items Sa, 8b, Sc, Part III. Item 1.)

4

. - , , . _ , _
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040.55 What measures have been taken to prevent entry of delitarious
(9.5.7)

materials into the engine lubrication oil system due to operator

er cr during recharging of lubricating oil or normal operation.

(SRP 9.5.7, Part III. Item lc).
.

040.56 Describe the instrtmentation, controls, sensors and alarms pro- :

(9.5.7) !

vided for monitoring the diesel engine lubrication oil system

and describe their function. Describe the testing necessary to
|maintain a highly reliable instrunentation, control, sensors and

alam system and where the alams are annuniciated. Identify

the temperature, pressure and level sensors which alert the

operator when these parameters exceed the ranges recormended by

the engine manufacturer and describe any operator action required

during alarm conditions to prevent hamful effects to the diesel

engine. Discuss systees interlocks provided. Revise your FSAR

accordingly. (SRP 9.5.7, Part III. itan le).
,

040,57 Expand your description of the diesel engine lube oil system. The
(9.5.7)

FSAR text should include a detail system description of what is

shown on figures 9.5.5 and 9,5,7 The FSAR test should also descrtbe;

l) components and their function, 2) instrumentation, controls, sensors

and alarms, and 3) a diesel generator starting sequence for a normal

start and a emergency start. Revise your FSAR accordingly.

|
1
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040.58 Provide the source of power for the diesel engine motor driven oil
(9.5.7)

pumps, and motor characteristics, i.e., motor hp, operating voltage,

phase (s) and frequency. Also provide the pump capacity and discharge

head. Revise your FSAR accordingly.

040.59 Several fires have occurred at some ope-ating plants in the area of
(9.5.7)
RSP the diesel engine exhaust zar.ifold.and inside the turbocha.rger housing

which have resulted in equi; cent unavailability. The firas were

started from lube oil leaking and accumulating on the engin'e exhaust

manifold and accumulating and igniting inside the turbocharger houst.ng.

Accumulation of lube oil in these areas, on some engines, is apparently

caused from an excessively long prelube perted, generally longer than

five minutes, prior to manual starting of a diesel generator. This

condition does not occur on an emergency start since the prelube period

is afnimal. |

When manually starting the diesel generators for any reason, to minimize
i

the potential fire hazard and to impmve equipment availability, the
lprelube period should be lietted to a maximum of three to five minutes !

unless otherwise recomended by the diesel engine manufacturer. Confinn i

your compitance with this requirement or provide your justification for

requiring a longer prelube time interval perior to manual starting of

the diesel generators. Provide the prelube time interval your diesel

engine will be exposed to prior to manual start.

I

I
|
|
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040.60 An emergency diesel generator untt in a nuclear power plant is normally
(9.5.7)
RSP in the ready standby mode unless there is a loss of offstte power, an

accident, or the diesel. generator is under test. Long periods on standby

have a tendency to drain or nearly empty the engine lube oil pfpt.ng

system. On an emergency start of the engine as much as 5 to 14 or more,

seconds may elapse fmm the start of cranking until full lube oil pressure

is attained even though full e.ngine speed 1s. generally reached in about

five seconds. With an essenttally dry engine, the mmentary lack of<

lubrication at the various enving ' parts may da' mage bearing surfaces pro-
'

ducing inctptent or actual co=ponent fatture with resultant equipment

unavailab111ty.

The emergency cond'ttion of readiness requires this equipment to attain

full rated speed and enable automatte sequencing of electric load within

ten seconds. For this reason, and to improve upon the availabtitty of
l

-
'

this equipment on demand, it is necessary to establish as quickly as possible

an oil flim in the wearing parts of the diesel engine. Lubricating oil is '

normally delivered to the engine wearing parts by one or more engine driven

pump (s). During the starting cycle the pump (s) accelerates slowly with the

engine and may not supply the required quantity of lubricating oil where

needed fast enough. To remedy this condition, as a etntmum, an electrically

driven lubricating oil pump, powered from a reliable DC power supply, should

be installed in the lube cil sy: tem to operate in parallel with the engine
driven natn lube pu=p. The electric 'dttyen prelube pump should operate

I

onlyduring the ingine cranking cycle or antti satisfactory lube oil I
1

pressure is established in the engine main lube distribution h'eader.

The installation of this prelube pump should be coordinated with tt:

respective engine manufacturer. Some diesel engines include a lube oil
i
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circulating pump as an intregal part of the lube oil preheating sy= tem

which is in use while the Jtesel engine is in the standby mode. In this

case an additional prelube oil pump may not be needed.

Confira your compliance with the above requirement er provide your

justification for not installing an electric prelube oil pump.

040,61 Describe the instrumentation, controls, sensors and alarms provided in
(9.5.8)

f ne design of the diesel engine combustion air intake and exhaust syste:n

which alert the operator when parameters exceed ranges recomended by

the engine manufacturer and describe any operator action required during

alarm conditions to prevent harmful effects to the diesel engine.

Discuss systems interlocks provided. Revise your FSAR accordingly.

(SRP 9.5.8, Part III, item 1 & 4).

040.62 Provide the results of an analysis that demonstrates that tne function
(9.S.8)

of your diesel engine air intake and exhaust system design will not be

degraded to an extent which prevents developing full engine rated power

or cause engine shutdown as a consequence of any meteorological. or

accident condition. Include in your discussion the potential and effect

of fire extinguishing (gaseous) medium, re-irculation of diesel combustion

products, or other gases that may intentionally or accidentally be released

on site, on the perforrance of the diesel generator. (SRP9.5.8,PartIII,

item 3).

,, _
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040.63 Discuss the provisions made in your design of the diesel engine combustion
(9.5.8)

air intake and exhaust system to prevent possible clogging, during standby

and in operation, from abnormal climatic conditions (heavy rain, freezing

rain, dust storms, ice and snow) that could prevent operation of the diesel

generator on demand. (SRP9.5.8,PartIII, item 5).

040.64 Show by a:alysis th:t a potential fire in_the..dfesel gew-ator build-
(9.5.8)

ing together with a single failure of the fire protection sys+x. will
'

~

not degrade the quality of the diesel coc6ustion air so that the

remaining diesel will be able tu provide full rated power. .

, ,

040.65 Experience at some operating plants has shown that diesel e:.gines have
(9.5.8)

failed to start due to accumulation of dust and other delf terious
.

naterial on electrical equipment associated with starting of the diesel

generators (e.g., auxiliary relay contacts, control switches stc.).
Describe the provisions that have been made in your diesel generator

building design, electrical starting system, and combustion air and

ventilation air intake design (s) to preclude this i:endition to assure

availability of the diesel generator on demand.
,

~

,

Also describe under normal plant operation what procedure (s) will be
i

'

used to minimize accumulation cf dust in the diesel generator room,

specifically address concrete dust control. In your response also

consider the condition when Unit 1 is in operation and Unit 2 is

under construction (abnormal generation of dust).
d j

y

4

__-
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040.66 The diesel engine exhaust silencers and associated piping are located
(9.5.8)

on the roof of the diesel generator building, and are exposed to tornado

missiles. A tornado missile could damage all the diesel engine exhaust

piping so that the exhaust systems for all engines become restricted or

blocked. This4s-an-unacceptable situatiorr. In addition Table 3.2-1

shows this portion of the system as non-sefsnic. If such failure modes
~

could causIafloss to diesels, a seismic Category I, tornado missile

protected di'esel engine exhaust system should be provided.

i 040.67 Provide a general discussian of the criteria and bases of the various
(10.1 )

steam and condere. ate instrmmtititan systa.s itt section 70.7 "of'

the FSAR. The FSAR should differentiate between acrzal operation

instnmentation and required safety instnmentation. .

040.68 g.d M* disc:::::icn W the 't::''tiae syd 6.M and W |
(10.2)

1r te:tien systa::. Pr: vide additional a=;Tanatica of T.he t::rbine

and generat:r eiect-ical load following capability for the tur-
~

bh s;**d c:ntal syrta= with the aid of systas see:atics

(includi.:g t.rtise cant-31 and extractica staan valves to the i

heaters). Tabulata the indivihai s;eed ::ntrol protecti:n devicas

'(n: mal a:arsency and bact::p), the dasign speed (or range of

.s;eed) at which each devi:2 bepas spe stica t: perf:r:s its

1rrstective f.metica (in tams of percent of acmal t.:rtine

apert ing speed). In order ta evaluate the adequacy of the

c=nt ci and tven;eed pretactica systas provide schematics and

include identifying a=he-s to valves and mechanis=s (mechanical

|
. . .. . .
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<nd elect-ical) en t5e se.%catics. Cesc-the in datati. with
nfa sness ta the idetifying Wes.1:he seweca of evets

in a trrtine trip fatludfag aspcasa taas, and s*.ow that the

2:rtine st.thilizas. Pr vide the nsults of a fattura ande and
efface: analysis for the overspeed protactfon systans. Show

that a single staas valve failure crnact disable the turbine over-

speed trip from functicef.'s. (SU 10.2. Part III. f tmas 1.'2.

3 sad 4).

040.69 The FSAR discu:ses the main steam stop and control, and reheat
(10.2)

stop and intercept valves. Show that a single failure of any of

the above valves cannot disable the turbine overspeed trip func-

tions. (SRP 10.2. Part III. Item 3).

1

040.70 In the turbine generator section discuss: 1) the valve closure tini and i(10.2) !

the arrangement for the main steam stop and contesi and the reheat stop

and intercept valves in relation to the effect of a failure of a single

ve.lve on the overspeed control functions; 2) the valve closure times and

extracticn steam valve arrar.gements in relation to stable turbine operation

after a turbine generator systera trip; 3) effects of missiles from a possible

turbine generator failure on safety related systems or components. (SRP

10.2, Part III, Items 3, 4. )
,

040.71 Provide the closure times for the quick acting extraction steam and |
(10.2)

air operated stop valves installed in the extraction steam lines to

the first, second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth feedwater heaters.

Show that stable turbine operation will result after a turbine trip.

(SRP 10.2, Part III, Item 4).
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C40.72 Provide a discussion of the inservice inspection program for00.2)
throttle-step, control, reheat stop and interceptor steam valves

and the capability for testing essential cmponents during tur-

bine generator systact cperation. (SRP10.2.PartIII. items
5and6).

040.73 Discuss the effects of a. Wigs and moderata enery pioing failure
(10.2)

or failure of the 'connectica frem the low pressure turbine to
,

condenser on nearby safety related equipment or systems.- Discuss

what protection will be pt vided the turbine overspeed control

system equi; ment, elv.trical wiring and hydraulic lines from the

effects of a high or moderata energy pipe failure so that the turbine

overspeed protection systae: vill not be damaged to preclude its safety

function. (SRP 10.2. Part III. Itas 8).

040.74 In section 10.2.3.6 you discuss briefly in-service inspection and
(10.2)

exercising of the main stear. turbine stop and control and reheater stop

and intercept valves. You a not discuss the in-service inspection,

testing and exercising of the extraction steam valves. Provide a

detail description of: 1) -he extraction steam valves, and 2) your

inservice inspection and testing program for all the above valves. Also

provide the time interval is ween periodic valve exercising to assure

the extraction steam valves will close on turbine trip.
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040.75
(10.2) Provide a complete list of turbine generator protective trips.

Separate these trips into two categories,1) those that will

trip the turbine due to mechanical faults, and 2) those that

will trip the turbine due to generator electric faults.

040.76 Describe with the aid of drawings, the bulk hydr: gen storage
(10.2)

facility includkng its locatien and distribution system. Include

the protective measures conside td in the design to prevent fires

and ex;1ostens during opentiens such as filling and purging t.ie

generatcr, as we11 as during no: :a1 operations.

040.77 Provide a tabulation in your FSAR showing the physical characteristics
(10.4.1 )

and perfoman'.e requirer.ents of the main condensers. In'your,

tabulation include such iter.s as; 1) the number of condenser tubes,

material and total heat transfer surface. 2) overall dimensions

.I of the cor. denser. 3) ntraber ef pauses. 4) hot well capacity.

5) special design features 6) minimum heat transfer, 7) nomal

and caximtsu steam flows. 8) nomal and maximum cooling water

temperature 9) nomal and maxic:um exhaust steam temperature with,

no turbine by-pass flow and with maxistan turbine by-pass flow.
.

10) limiting oxygen content in the condensate in cc per liter,
'

and 11) other pertinent data. (SRP 10.4.1. Part III, item 1).
.O

Discuss t.'m effect of safn :endenser degradation (leakage.

vacuum. loss) on reactor operation. (SRP 10.4.1. Part III.
.

Item 1).

__ . _. . _. _ - ._ ~
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040.78 Discuss the measures taken; 1) to prevent loss of vacuum, and
(10.4.1 )

2) to prevent corrosien/errosten cf condensertubes and coe:ponents.

(SRP 10.4.1. Part III, its 1).

040.79 Discuss the possible w.hanisms for hydrogen production in the
(10.4.1 )

exhaust steam side of the condenser and provide expected produc-
*-

. ..

tion rate of hydrogen in 3CFM. Discuss hcm you prevent hydrogen

- buildup in the main condenser (SRP 10.4.1, Part III, item 1).
.

040.80 Indicate and describe the means of detecting and controlling radioactive
(10.4.1 )-

leakage into and out of the condenser and the means for processing

excessive amounts. (SR.' 10.4.1, Part III, item 2).

040.31 Discuss the measures taken for detecting, controlling and correcting
(10.4.1 )

condenser cooling water leakage into the condensate stream. (SRP
110.4.1, Part III, item 2). j

040.82 Provide the pen::tssible cooling water inleakage and time of opera-
(10.4.1 )

. tion with inleakage to assure that condensate /feedwater quality
'

can be maintained within safe limits. (SRP10.4.1,PartIII. item

2).

040.83 In section 10.4.1.4 you have disi:ussed tests and initial field in- |

|,

(10.4.1 ) spection but not the frequency and extent of inservice inspection |

cf the main condenser. Provide this information in the FSAR.

(SRP 10.4.1 Part II).
.

7 %
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,8 Indicate what design provisions have been made to preclude failures
g )

of condenser tubes or. components from turbine by-pass blowdown or

other high temperature drains into the condenser shell. (SRP

10.4.1, Part III, 1*e 3).

040,85 Discuss the effect of loss of main condenser vacutzn on the operation
(10.4.1 )

of the main steam isolatien valves (SRP 10.4.1, Part III, item 3).

040.86 Provide additional descifptien '(with the aid of drawings) of
(10.4.4)

the turbine by-pass systE (conder.ser dump valves and at:nos-

pheredirpvalves)andassociatedinstrumentsandcontrols.

Inyourdiscussioninclude; 1) t$e size, principle of cpera-

tion, construction and set points of the valves, 2) the mal- .

functions and/or medes of failure considered in the design of

the system, and 3) the maxicte electric load step change the

reactor is designed to acconodate without reactor control rod
,

motion or stea.T. bypassing. (SRP 10.4.4, Part III, items 1 and

2).

040.87 Provide the r.iaximum electric lead step change that the condenser
(10.4.4) '

dinp systen and atmospheric du:.p systen will permit without

reactor trip.

040.38 Proefde a P & ID for the tur.fne by-pass system showing system
(10.4.4)

con:penents and all instr: cents:fcn. (SRP 10.4.4 Part III, Item !)

. _ .
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040.89 In section 10.4.4.4 you have discussed tests and initial field
(10.4.4)

inspection but not the frequency and extent of inservice testing

and inspection of the turbine by-pass system. Provide this infor-

nation in the F5AR. (SRP 10.4.4, Part II).
,

040.90 Provide the results of an analysis indicating that failure of the
(10.4.4)

turbine by-pass system high energy line will not have an adverse

effect or preclude operatien of the turbine speed control systen

or any safety related ex:penents or systems located close to the

turbine by-pass systec:. (SR? 10.4.4 Part III, item 4).

040.91 Provide the results of a failure mode and effects ar.alysis to
(10.4.4)

determine the effect of r.alfunction of the turbine by-pass sys-

tem on the operation of the reactor and e.ain turbine generater
__.

unit. (SRP 10.4.4, Part 'III, item 4).

13.1 Appendix 13.B., which describes the Emergency Plan for the Clinton Power

Station, should be updated to comply with the recently amended rule on

emergency planning published in the Federal Register on August 19,19f50

(45 F.R.55402) and !PJREG-0554 - FEMA - REP -1.

.


